Marvel Comic Sets

**Marvel Comics Set (73) (OCT19)** - This set contains the following 73 titles at an extra reduced price: 2099 Omega #1; Aero #6; Agents of Atlas #3; Amazing Mary Jane #3; Amazing Spider-Man #35 & 36; Annihilation: Scourge - Beta Ray Bill #1; Annihilation: Scourge - Fantastic Four #1; Annihilation: Scourge - Nova #1; Annihilation: Scourge - Omega #1; Annihilation: Scourge - Silver Surfer #1; Black Cat #7; Black Panther #19; Black Panther and the Agents of Wakanda #4; Captain America #17; Captain Marvel #13; Dardevil #14 & 15; Deadpool #2; Doctor Doom #3; Doctor Strange #1; Doom 2099 #1; Excalibur #3 & 4; Fallen Angels #3 & 4; Fantastic Four #17; Future Foundation #4; Ghost Rider #3; Ghost Rider 2099 #1; Ghost-Spider #5; Guardians of the Galaxy #12; Gwenpool Strikes Back #5; History of Marvel Universe #6; Immortal Hulk #28; Incoming #1; Invaders #12; King Thor #4; Magnificent Ms. Marvel #10; Marauders #3 & 4; Marvel’s Avengers: Iron Man #1; Miles Morales: Spider-Man #13; Morbius #2; New Mutants #3 & 4; Old Man Quill #12; Punisher: Soviet #2; Revenge of Cosmic Ghost Rider #1; Runaways #28; Savage Avengers #6; Scream: Curse of Carnage #2; Spider-Ham #1; Spider-Man #4; Spider-Man & Venom: Double Trouble #2; Spider-Man 2099 #1; Spider-Man: Velocity #5; Spider-Vers #3; Strikeforce #4; Sword Master #6; Symbiote Spider-Man: Alien Reality #1; Thor: Worthy #1; Tony Stark: Iron Man #19; Valkyrie: Jane Foster #6; Venom #21; Venom 2099 #1; Web of Black Widow #8; X-Force #3 & 4; X-Men #3 & 4; and Yondu #3. $188.27 [S1910001]

**Avengers Set (11) (OCT19)** - This set contains the following 11 titles at an extra reduced price: Annihilation: Scourge - Beta Ray Bill #1; Avengers #28; Captain America #17; Immortal Hulk #28; King Thor #4; Marvel’s Avengers: Iron Man #1; Savage Avengers #6; Strikeforce #4; Thor: Worthy #1; Tony Stark: Iron Man #19; and Valkyrie: Jane Foster #6. $28.69 [S1910002]

**Spider-Man Set (17) (OCT19)** - This set contains the following 17 titles at an extra reduced price: Amazing Mary Jane #3; Amazing Spider-Man #35 & 36; Black Cat #7; Ghost-Spider #5; Miles Morales: Spider-Man #13; Morbius #2; Scream: Curse of Carnage #2; Spider-Ham #1; Spider-Man #4; Spider-Man & Venom: Double Trouble #2; Spider-Man 2099 #1; Spider-Man: Velocity #5; Spider-Vers #3; Symbiote Spider-Man: Alien Reality #1; Venom #21; and Venom 2099 #1. $42.43 [S1910003]

**X-Men Set (13) (OCT19)** - This set contains the following 13 titles at an extra reduced price: Deadpool #2; Excalibur #3 & 4; Fallen Angels #3 & 4; Marauders #3 & 4; New Mutants #3 & 4; X-Force #3 & 4; and X-Men #3 & 4. $31.07 [S1910004]
MARVEL Heroes

2099 OMEGA #1 - (Nick Spencer/Gerardo Sandoval) Run by Doctor Doom and bereft of heroes by design, 2099 is a rough place. All power and no responsibility, the world is in trouble and no one is helping. Patrick Gleason cover. 40 pg. Rated: T $3.99 [19100123]

AGENTS OF ATLAS #5 - [of 5] (Pak/Lehn) As Protectors of the Portal City of Pan, Amadeus Cho and the Agents of Atlas have bonded with each other and the gloriously diverse citizens and sojourners they've defended. But when they discover the crime at heart of Pan's creation, can they continue to protect? Jung-Geun Yoon cover. Rated: T+ $3.99 (each)

AERO #6 - (Liefen, Pak & Wong/Milman & Kang) As Aero investigates the mysterious crystal towers sprouting up across the city, Lei Ling struggles... AERO #6 cover. Rated: T+ $3.99 [19100124]

AVENGERS #28 - (Aaron/McGuinness) Starbrand Reborn part 2: The Drawing Of The Heralds. A mysterious new wielder of the all-powerful, cosmic super-weapon the Starbrand has arisen inside a space prison the size of a galaxy, drawing the attention of Earth's Mightiest Heroes, along with some of the most powerful figures from beyond the stars. Rated: T+ Ed McGuinness cover [19100142] Ema Lupacchino cover [19100143] $3.19 (each)

BLACK CAT #7 - (MacKay/Foreman) The Black Cat finally takes on Odessa Drake and the Thieves Guild of New York. If Felicia has any chance of getting her kidnapped mentor, The Black Fox, she's going to have to take on an army of ninjas and a cabal of wizards. Rated: T J. Scott Campbell cover See the Spider-Man set for art. [19100144] Olivier Vatine cover [19100145] $3.19 (each)

BLACK PANTHER #19 - (Coates/Bodenheim) The final arc of The Intergalactic Empire begins. The groundbreaking story of a king who became a slave - a slave who became a legend - reaches a tipping point as N'Jadaka's invasion of Earth continues. Rated: T+ Meghan Hetrick cover [19100146] Dustin Weaver cover [19100147] $3.19 (each)

BLACK PANTHER AND THE AGENTS OF WAKANDA #4 - (Zub/Medina) T'Challa and Okoye have assembled an eclectic team of spies, mercenaries, and super heroes who specialize in espionage, black-ops, and defense. These Agents of Wakanda must be ready for any threat to our planet...even if that threat is the Moon itself. Rated: T Jorge Molina cover [19100148] Pasqual Ferry 2020 cover [19100149] $3.19 (each)

CAPTAIN AMERICA #17 - (Coates/Masters) The Legend Of Steve continues. How can Steve Rogers track down the cop-killer who is waging war against the men in blue in New York City when he's every bit as wanted by the cops he's trying to save? Rated: T+ Alex Ross cover [19100150] Iban Coello 2020 cover [19100151] $3.19 (each)


CAPTAIN MARVEL #13 - (Zdarsky/Checchetto) As Mayor Fisk suffers an existential crisis, his city descends into chaos. Matt Murdock, on the other hand, has

DAREDEVIL #14 - (Zdarsky/Checchetto) Cole North goes for a drink with the one person he never expected to... Meanwhile, Wilson Fisk learns that in New York, some people are more powerful than even the mayor. Rated: T+ Julian Totino Tedesco cover [19100155] $3.19 (each)

DAREDEVIL #15 - (Zdarsky/Checchetto) As Mayor Fisk suffers an existential crisis, his city descends into chaos. Matt Murdock, on the other hand, has

AMAZING MARY JANE #3 - (Williams/Gomez) Some people might not be ready for a warts-and-all biopic of Mysterio's early days... The Vulture has a bone to pick with his old partner in crime. Rated: T Humberto Ramos cover [19100125] Annie Wu cover [19100126] $3.19 (each)

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #36 (2099) - (Spencer/Bazaldua) The Chameleon has insane plans that have put all of NYC (and the future of the universe) in danger, and only Spider-Man can save the day. All he has to do is convince Doctor Doom to help him. Rated: T Tony Daniel cover [19100127] Dave Johnson 2020 cover [19100128] Arthur Adams Connecting cover [19100129] $3.19 (each)

AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #36 (var 2020 cvr - Panosian)
In 2099, everything has changed. Technology has changed. Governments have changed. People have changed. Even the Eternals and Thanos, who have been at war for ages, have come together to help a group of heroes called the Future Foundation rebuild the Multiverse. Now they may have brought about its collapse. Carlor Pacheco cover. T: $3.19 [19100171] $3.19 (each)

The Eternals and their Deviant allies vie to inherit the Earth. Prepare for the explosive events of last issue, the Brothers Ghost Rider will never be the same. There's only one being they can turn to now: Mephisto? Rated: T. $3.19 [19100175]

Doctor Strange's hands have been healed, restoring his surgical skills - but now he's being torn between his obligations as the Sorcerer Supreme and as a neurosurgeon. And when he's forced to choose which vows to uphold, who suffers most for it? Rated: T+ Nick Noto cover [19100162] Skottie Young cover [19100163] $3.19 (each)

Gwenpool Strikes Back - (of 5) [Williams/Baldon] Gwenpool goes home? As Gwen's mad rampage comes to a close we learn the real truth about her origins. Judith Stephens covers. Rated: T+. $3.19 [19100184]

Gwenpool's mad rampage comes to a close we learn the real truth about her origins. Judith Stephens covers. Rated: T+. $3.19 [19100184]

Death's Final Chapter! The Faithless storyline ends. Thanos Wins...Cosmic Ghost Rider...The Death of the Inhumans...Silver Surfer: Black...Guardians of the Galaxy...It's all been leading to this. 40 pg. Rated: T. Geoff Shaw cover [19100184] Tom Raney 2020 cover [19100182] Declan Shalvey cover [19100183] $3.99 (each)

Gwen's mad rampage comes to a close we learn the real truth about her origins. Judith Stephens covers. Rated: T+. $3.19 [19100184]

Doom 2099 #1 - (Chip Zdarsky/Marco Castiello) In 2099, everything has changed. Technology has changed. Governments have changed. People have changed. But only one thing has remained the same. . . Doom. 40 pg. Rated: T T TPM Cover [19100166] Ron Lim cover [19100167] $3.99 (each)

DOOM #2 - (Thompson/Bachalo) Deadpool’s kingdom... is crumbling. As Deadpool tries to build up his new monster kingdom, he keeps running into obstacles. Obstacles named Captain America and Elsa Bloodstone. Parental Advisory $3.19 [19100109]

DOCTOR DOOM #3 - (Cantwell/Larroca) Doctor Doom is dead. For now. In this issue he literally finds himself in Hell, battling against his old foe Mephisto for the control of his own soul. Rated: T+ Aco cover [19100160] Patch Zircher 2020 cover [19100161] $3.19 (each)

EXCALIBUR #3 & 4 (DX) - (Howard/To) Captain Britain must face the truth about her brother and choose her path forward as MI-13 and the agents of the crown become aware of her ascension. Mahmud Asrar cover. Rated: T- #3 [19100169]#4 [19100169] $3.19 (each)

Fallen Angels #3 & 4 (DX) - (Hill/Kudranski) Psylocke’s past continues to haunt her as she molds her companions into a fighting force... But can they take on the children of Apathy? Ashley Witter cover. Rated: T#3 [19100170]#4 [19100171] $3.19 (each)

FUTURE FOUNDATION #5 - (Whitley/ Airmansyah) The Future Foundation once banded together to help the Fantastic Four rebuild the entire Multiverse. Now they may have brought about its collapse. Carlos Pacheco cover. T: $3.19 [19100174]

FANTASTIC FOUR #17 - (Scott/Lees) Point Of Origin continues. The Fantastic Four’s choices from long ago have forever changed a planet 44 light years away. Today, Ben Grimm’s actions will change their future. Rated: T Nick Bradshaw cover [19100172] Nick Bradshaw cover [19100173] $3.19 (each)

GHOST RIDER #3 - (Brisson/Kuder) After the explosive events of last issue, the Brothers Ghost Rider will never be the same. There’s only one being they can turn to now: Mephisto? Rated: T. $3.19 [19100175]


GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY #12 - (Cates/Smith) The Faithless storyline ends. Thanos Wins... Cosmic Ghost Rider...The Death of the Inhumans...Silver Surfer: Black... Guardians of the Galaxy...It’s all been leading to this. 40 pg. Rated: T. Geoff Shaw cover [19100181] Tom Raney 2020 cover [19100182] Declan Shalvey cover [19100183] $3.99 (each)

Gwenpool’s mad rampage comes to a close we learn the real truth about her origins. Judith Stephens covers. Rated: T+. $3.19 [19100184]

IMMORTAL HULK #28 - (Ewing/Bennett) Are your children normal? Are they respectful of you and other approved authority figures? Do they have a poster of the Punisher on their wall? Or are they angry and discourteous? Do they embrace difficult and/or dangerous concepts? Do they stand with the Hulk? Ask yourself: Are your children normal... or have they joined the Teen Brigade? Rated: T. Alex Ross cover [19100187] Dale Keown 2020 cover [19100188] $3.19 (each)

MORE DESCRIPTIONS, ART AND PRODUCTS AT WWW.WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM
INCOMING #1 - (Al Ewing, Dan Slott, Chip Zdarsky, Kelly Thompson, Greg Pak, Eve L. Ewing, Matt Rosenberg, Ed Brisson, Saladin Ahmed, Tini Howard, Jonathan Hickman, Donny Cates & Andy Koenberg) A mysterious murder brings together the heroes of the Marvel Universe in the search for a killer - but no one can imagine where the trail will lead, or how it will affect everything in 2020 and beyond. Who is the victim and who is the assassin? The closing chapter to Marvel’s 80th year, which will connect it to to thwart Mr. Hyde’s evil plans. Who is the Doctor Strange of the future? The answer is a calling in the Spectacular Spider-Man. It all leads to an ultimate battle of wits and wills in this final battle of the multiverse. Eddie, who is Dr. Strange’s student, and why did he move down a room full of Russian mobsters? Paolo Rivera cover. MT. $3.19 [19100208]

REVENGE OF COSMIC GHOST RIDER #1 - [of 5] (Dennis “Hopeless” Hallum/Scott Hepburn) Cosmic Ghost Rider is back. But with a reputation like his, it’s only a matter of time before the law catches up to the future Frank Castle and tries to put him in chains - too bad for the law, chains are castles’ weapons of choice these days. Plus - Don’t miss out on a brand new short story from the guy who helped bring back the character to comics - and who brought him… Rated: T Olivier Coipel cover [19100217] Will Sliney 2020 cover [19100220] $3.19 (each)

SPIDER-MAN #4 - [of 5] (J. J. Abrams & H. Abrams/Fichelli) Ben Parker, the son of Peter and Mary Jane, has had a lot thrown at him the last few weeks. Normal high school stuff: met the love of his life, stood up to a bully, found out his dad was Spider-Man and that he has powers, too, and the super- villain that changed everything is out to get him… Rated: T Oliver Coipel cover [19100217] Will Sliney 2020 cover [19100218] $3.19 (each)


MAGNIFICENT MS. MARVEL #10 - (Ahmed/Jung) While Doctor Strange tries desperately to save the life of Kamala’s father, Kamala is forced to abandon her tragedy-stricken family to thwart Mr. Hyde’s rampage through Jersey City. Edward Petrovich cover. Rated: T $3.19 [19100195]

INCOMING #1 - (Al Ewing, Dan Slott, Chip Zdarsky, Kelly Thompson, Greg Pak, Eve L. Ewing, Matt Rosenberg, Ed Brisson, Saladin Ahmed, Tini Howard, Jonathan Hickman, Donny Cates & Andy Koenberg) A mysterious murder brings together the heroes of the Marvel Universe in the search for a killer - but no one can imagine where the trail will lead, or how it will affect everything in 2020 and beyond. Who is the victim and who is the assassin? The closing chapter to Marvel’s 80th year, which will connect it to to thwart Mr. Hyde’s evil plans. Who is the Doctor Strange of the future? The answer is a calling in the Spectacular Spider-Man. It all leads to an ultimate battle of wits and wills in this final battle of the multiverse. Eddie, who is Dr. Strange’s student, and why did he move down a room full of Russian mobsters? Paolo Rivera cover. MT. $3.19 [19100208]

REVENGE OF COSMIC GHOST RIDER #1 - [of 5] (Dennis “Hopeless” Hallum/Scott Hepburn) Cosmic Ghost Rider is back. But with a reputation like his, it’s only a matter of time before the law catches up to the future Frank Castle and tries to put him in chains - too bad for the law, chains are castles’ weapons of choice these days. Plus - Don’t miss out on a brand new short story from the guy who helped bring back the character to comics - and who brought him… Rated: T Olivier Coipel cover [19100217] Will Sliney 2020 cover [19100218] $3.19 (each)

SPIDER-MAN #4 - [of 5] (J. J. Abrams & H. Abrams/Fichelli) Ben Parker, the son of Peter and Mary Jane, has had a lot thrown at him the last few weeks. Normal high school stuff: met the love of his life, stood up to a bully, found out his dad was Spider-Man and that he has powers, too, and the super-villian that changed everything is out to get him… Rated: T Oliver Coipel cover [19100217] Will Sliney 2020 cover [19100218] $3.19 (each)


MAGNIFICENT MS. MARVEL #10 - (Ahmed/Jung) While Doctor Strange tries desperately to save the life of Kamala’s father, Kamala is forced to abandon her tragedy-stricken family to thwart Mr. Hyde’s rampage through Jersey City. Edward Petrovich cover. Rated: T $3.19 [19100195]
**SPIDER-MAN: VELOCITY #5**
- (Hallow/Lois) Spider-Man's high-speed Velocity suit gets pushed to the limit. But is even he fast enough to outrun the mysterious speedster and stop her reign of terror? Skan cover. Rated: T $3.19 [19100222]

**SPIDER-VERSE #3**
- (MacKay/Ruan) Peni Parker, A.K.A. SP//dr is back. The corruption of the Spider-Verse has reached Earth-14512 and Peni is in deep trouble. Dave Rapoza cover. Rated: T $3.19 [19100223]

**STRIKEFORCE #4**
- (Howard/Peralta) Blade and his team are on the hunt for the changeling Doctor Doom. But there's a storm brewing on the horizon - and by the time it's through, this team will be forever changed. Juan Jose Ryp cover. Rated: T $3.19 [19100224]

**SPIDER-MAN 2099 #1**
- (Nick Spencer/Jose Carlos Silva) Miguel O'Hara is a rising star at Alchemax, but his world is about to come crashing down. The future of the Marvel Universe is about to die and the world needs a hero. 40 pg. Rated: T Viktor Bogdanovic cover. $3.99 (each) [19100220]

**TONY STARK: IRON MAN #19**
- (Slott & Gage/Gunji) The Tesseract has changed. Juan Jose Ryp cover. Rated: T+ $3.19 [19100248]

**TRUE BELIEVERS: ANNIHILATION - QUASAR #1**
- (Reprinting Quasar (1966)) #1. Rated: T $.80 [19100259]

**TRUE BELIEVERS: ANNIHILATION - OMEGA UNKNOWN #1**
- (Reprinting Omega the Unknown (1976)) #1. Rated: T $.80 [19100260]

**TRUE BELIEVERS: ANNIHILATION - SUPER-ADAPTOID #1**
- (Tales of Suspense (1959)) #82, #84. Rated: T $.80 [19100262]

**TRUE BELIEVERS: ANNIHILATION - SUPER-SKULL #1**
- (Reprinting Thor (1966)) #142. Rated: T $.80 [19100263]

**CONAN**

**AGE OF CONAN: VALERIA #5**
- (Finch/Aneke) A Veritable Army of Conans! Featuring the descendent of Yondu Udonta from the 31st century…Yondu Udonta! But when the two Yondus lose an important weapon, will they choose between saving Yondu’s payday, or the fate of the entire universe? Cully Hammer cover. Rated: T $3.19 [19100253]

**TRUE BELIEVERS**

**TRUE BELIEVERS: ANNIHILATION - ANNihilus #1**
- (Reprinting Fantastic Four (1961)) #140. Rated: T $.80 [19100254]

**TRUE BELIEVERS: ANNIHILATION - MAN-THING #1**
- (Reprinting Man-Thing: Man-Wolf in Space #1 - Marvel Premiere (1972)) #45. Rated: T $3.19 [19100256]

**TRUE BELIEVERS: ANNIHILATION - ODINPOWER #1**
- (Reprinting Invincible Iron Man (1998)) #54. Rated: T $.80 [19100227]

**TRUE BELIEVERS: ANNIHILATION - NOVA #1**
- (Reprinting Nova (1976)) #1. Rated: T $.80 [19100258]

**TRUE BELIEVERS: ANNIHILATION - ODINPOWER #1**
- (Reprinting Thor (1966)) #49. Rated: T $.80 [19100259]

**TRUE BELIEVERS: ANNIHILATION - QUASAR #1**
- (Reprinting Incredible Hulk (1968)) #234. Rated: T $.80 [19100261]

**TRUE BELIEVERS: ANNIHILATION - SUPER-SKULL #1**
- (Reprinting Thor (1966)) #142. Rated: T $.80 [19100263]

**VENOM #21 (AC)**

**WEB OF BLACK WIDOW #4**
- (Houser/Mooney/Young) Winter Soldier. Yelena Belova. The Widow is running down the names of her past - and few are more important than Clint Barton, A.K.A. Hawkeye. Jung-Geun Yoon cover. Rated: T $3.19 [19100248]

**X-FORCE #3 & 4 (DX)**
- (Percy/Cassara) First, the new X-force hits the ground running. Dustin Weaver cover. Parental Advisory #5 [19100249] $4.19 (each)

**X-Force #3 & 4 (DX)**
- (Percy/Cassara) First, the new X-force hits the ground running. Dustin Weaver cover. Parental Advisory #5 [19100249] $4.19 (each)

**X-Men #3 & 4 (DX)**
- (Hickman/Bagley) Cyclops storms the Savage Land. The most powerful heroes of the dominant species on the planet, the X-Men rise to protect the world against any threat. Rated: T+ [19100251] #4 [19100252] $3.19 (each)

**VENOM 2099 #1**
- (Liddy-House/Brizuela) Welcome to the future, where the cure for what ails you is at your fingertips with Alchemax. Our industry-leading pharmaceutical department (help) is providing consumers with (free me) the bleeding-edge technology you’ve come to know from our (save me) products with Venom, our all-cure drug. 40 pg. Rated: T+ Clayton Crain cover [19100245] Ron Lim cover [19100246] $3.99 (each)

**WORLD OF BLACK WIDOW #4**
- (Houser/Mooney/Young) Winter Soldier. Yelena Belova. The Widow is running down the names of her past - and few are more important than Clint Barton, A.K.A. Hawkeye. Jung-Geun Yoon cover. Rated: T $3.19 [19100248]

**CONAN THE BARBARIAN #12** - [Aaron/Asrar] The epic conclusion of The Life & Death of Conan. Razzela has risen. • Conan has fallen. Plus: The final chapter of the novella Black Starlight East Ribs cover. Parental Advisory $3.19 [19100268]  

**MARVEL COMICS**  

**Connecting cover [19100271] $3.99 (each)**  

*a hope of stopping him: Conan The Barbarian,* chosen warriors across time and space have usher in an eternity of darkness, and only the serpent god Set plans to cross time to James, an Eaton) James Allison will call the Wyrm reaches death. But when an Elder Starlight has fallen. Plus:  

*Conan The Cimmerian*  

“Wanted: a man who is ready to face the Empire’s rule. But little does he know that he too is being targeted — by a group of the galaxy’s deadliest bounty hunters, hired by the syndicate to take out Vader. Collecting Star Wars: Target Vader #1-6. Nic Klein cover. Parental Advisory $3.19 [19100290]  

**TRUE BELIEVERS: Star Wars: Target Vader #1** - Parental Advisory $3.19 [19100292]  

**STORY: Star Wars: Target Vader SC - (Robbie Thompson/Marc Laming & Stefano Landini) The Dark Lord of the Sith is on the hunt for a mysterious criminal syndicate operating outside of the Empire’s rule. But little does he know that he too is being targeted — by a group of the galaxy’s deadliest bounty hunters, hired by the syndicate to take out Vader. Collecting Star Wars: Target Vader #1-6. Nic Klein cover. Parental Advisory $3.19 [19100290]  


**TRUE BELIEVERS: Star Wars - Death Probe #1 - Reprinting Star Wars (1977) #45. **Parental Advisory $3.19 [19100294]  


**TRUE BELIEVERS: Star Wars - Vader vs. Leia #1 - Reprinting Star Wars (1977) #48. **Parental Advisory $3.19 [19100294]  

**COLLECTED EDITIONS & GNS**  

**ABSOLUTE CARNAGE SC - (Donny Cates/Ryan Stegman) Carnage, the psychotic offspring of Venom, has returned — and his plans to take over the Earth are all the more menacing because he’s ever worn a symbiote. Spider-Man and Venom must face down Carnage’s madness.** Parental Advisory $12.79 [19100298]  

**ABSOLUTE CARNAGE: IMMORTAL HULK & OTHER TALES SC - **(Ewing, Peter David & Ed Brubaker/Filipe Andrade, Francesco Molinari & Juan Frinergi) The late Thaddeus “Thunderbolt” Ross was once the Red Hulk — and briefly bonded to the Venom symbiote. He was unearthed, though why and by whom remain unclear. Collecting Absolute Carnage: Immortal Hulk, Absolute Carnage: Symbiote Spider-Man and Absolute Carnage: Hand. Parental Advisory $12.79 [19100298]  

**ABSOLUTE CARNAGE: LETHAL PROTECTORS SC - **(Frank Tieri, Leah Williams & Ethan Sacks /Wijngaard, Andrea Sorrentino & Eno Cordova) This opening chapter of Marvel’s adaptation of Robert E. Howard’s Solomon Kane graphic novel Master of the Dead begins at the end of the Cape Kennedy launch of a Czechoslovakian rocket so that the newly minted world’s greatest astronaut, Dr. Jason Vara, may define Jason Aaron, Kieron Gillen, Gillen & Greg Pak’s Star Wars. runs from Luke Skywalker’s current confrontation with Darth Vader, to the Rebel Alliance’s vicious flushes with a resurgent Empire... from the introduction of Han Solo’s “wife” Sana Starros, to the debut of the ruthless elite Stormtrooper unit known as the 501st SC Squadron. John Cassaday & More cover. Parental Advisory $3.19 [19100280]  

**Savage Sword Of Conan Saga #1** - (Joes Harrold/Various) This special issue celebrates all the action, drama, and characterization that define Jason Aaron, Kieron Gillen and Greg Pak’s Star Wars. runs from Luke Skywalker’s current confrontation with Darth Vader, to the Rebel Alliance’s vicious flushes with a resurgent Empire... from the introduction of Han Solo’s “wife” Sana Starros, to the debut of the ruthless elite Stormtrooper unit known as the 501st SC Squadron. John Cassaday & More cover. Parental Advisory $3.19 [19100280]  

**Savage Sword Of Conan: Gamer's Guide SC - **(Marc Sackin, Jim Zub & Roy Thomas/Luke Ross, Patch Zipcher & Alan Davis) Stripped of his weapons, his strength and even his wits, the Cimmerian must dig deep if he wants to live to see the dawn. Collecting Savage Sword Of Conan: Gamer’s Guide SC. Parental Advisory $3.19 [19100272]  

**Marvel’s adaptation of Robert E. Howard’s graphic novel Master of the Dead begins at the end of the Cape Kennedy launch of a Czechoslovakian rocket so that the newly minted world’s greatest astronaut, Dr. Jason Vara, may define Jason Aaron, Kieron Gillen, Gillen & Greg Pak’s Star Wars. runs from Luke Skywalker’s current confrontation with Darth Vader, to the Rebel Alliance’s vicious flushes with a resurgent Empire... from the introduction of Han Solo’s “wife” Sana Starros, to the debut of the ruthless elite Stormtrooper unit known as the 501st SC Squadron. John Cassaday & More cover. Parental Advisory $3.19 [19100280]  

**MARVEL COMICS**  

**Connecting cover [19100271] $3.99 (each)**  

*a hope of stopping him: Conan The Barbarian,* chosen warriors across time and space have usher in an eternity of darkness, and only the serpent god Set plans to cross time to James, an Eaton) James Allison will call the Wyrm reaches death. But when an Elder Starlight has fallen. Plus:  

*Conan The Cimmerian*  

“Wanted: a man who is ready to face the Empire’s rule. But little does he know that he too is being targeted — by a group of the galaxy’s deadliest bounty hunters, hired by the syndicate to take out Vader. Collecting Star Wars: Target Vader #1-6. Nic Klein cover. Parental Advisory $3.19 [19100290]  


**TRUE BELIEVERS: Star Wars - Death Probe #1 - Reprinting Star Wars (1977) #45. **Parental Advisory $3.19 [19100294]  


**TRUE BELIEVERS: Star Wars - Vader vs. Leia #1 - Reprinting Star Wars (1977) #48. **Parental Advisory $3.19 [19100294]  

**COLLECTED EDITIONS & GNS**  

**ABSOLUTE CARNAGE SC - (Donny Cates/Ryan Stegman) Carnage, the psychotic offspring of Venom, has returned — and his plans to take over the Earth are all the more menacing because he’s ever worn a symbiote. Spider-Man and Venom must face down Carnage’s madness.** Parental Advisory $12.79 [19100298]  

**ABSOLUTE CARNAGE: IMMORTAL HULK & OTHER TALES SC - **(Ewing, Peter David & Ed Brubaker/Filipe Andrade, Francesco Molinari & Juan Frinergi) The late Thaddeus “Thunderbolt” Ross was once the Red Hulk — and briefly bonded to the Venom symbiote. He was unearthed, though why and by whom remain unclear. Collecting Absolute Carnage: Immortal Hulk, Absolute Carnage: Symbiote Spider-Man and Absolute Carnage: Hand. Parental Advisory $12.79 [19100298]  

**ABSOLUTE CARNAGE: LETHAL PROTECTORS SC - **(Frank Tieri, Leah Williams & Zac Thompson/Alberto Alburquerque, Flaviano & Salvador Larroca) John Jameson and Misty Knight become the only
two people poised to prevent chaos as a deadly foe of Spider-Man’s is resurrected! Collecting Absolute Carnage: Lethal Protectors #1-3 and Absolute Carnage: Avengers #1. Clayton Crain cover. 112 pg. Rated: T+ Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $12.79 [19100300]


CAPTAIN MARVEL VOL. 02: FALLING STAR - (Christopher Sebela) It’s up to Susan Storm and her new ally, the Archon, to save the earth from a new enemy is rising. Collecting: Captain Marvel (2019) #6-11. Mark Brooks cover. 138-141 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $12.79 [19100307]

CONTAGION SC - (Ed Brisson/Rogê Antônio, Mikel Janin & More) A strange substance is taking over heroes and villains alike—draining them of their life force, stealing their knowledge and abilities—and neither science nor magic can stop it. Collecting: Contagion #1-5. Juan Jose Ryp cover. 112 pg. Rated: T+ Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $12.79 [19100316]


AMAZING SPIDER-MAN: ABOMINATION UNLIMITED #1 - (Dennis Hopeless & Mark Bagley) It’s the worst possible day for Peter Parker to get a globe-spanning adventure that will test him as never before. Collecting: Amazing Spider-Man: Full Circle Red Reis cover. 128 pg. Rated: T+ Scheduled to arrive in Apr. $23.99 [19100307]


APOLLO #1-3 and material from New Olympus Prologue the Sub-Mariner. Collecting depths of the Atlantic Ocean, where waits Disturbing visions lead the team to the darkest corners of the world. Collecting: Agents of Atlas Complete Collection #1-20. 672 pg. Rated: T+ Scheduled to arrive in Apr. $19.99 [19100306]


CAPTAIN AMERICA BY TA-NEHSI COATES VOL. 01 HC - (Ta-Nehisi Coates/LeMell Francis Yu & Adam Kubert) Hydra’s brief takeover of the nation, Captain America is a figure of controversy carrying a tarnished shield, and a new enemy is rising. Collecting Captain America (2018) #1-12. Alex Ross cover. 288 pg. Rated: T+ Scheduled to arrive in Mar. $19.99 [19100310]


CARNAGE #1-3 and material from Absolute Carnage: Separation Anxiety. Collecting: Absolute Carnage: Separation Anxiety 1-4. 112 pg. Rated: T+ Scheduled to arrive in Apr. $19.99 [19100308]

CHALLENGER #2-3 and material from Marvel Annual #1. Spider-Man/Punisher/Sabretooth: Revenant. Collecting: Amazing Spider-Man Special #1-3. 32 pg. Rated: T+ Scheduled to arrive in Apr. $2.99 [19100309]

CONTAGION SC - (Ed Brisson/Rogê Antônio, Mikel Janin & More) A strange substance is taking over heroes and villains alike—draining them of their life force, stealing their knowledge and abilities—and neither science nor magic can stop it. Collecting: Contagion #1-5. Juan Jose Ryp cover. 112 pg. Rated: T+ Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $12.79 [19100316]


INVISIBLE WOMAN #2-3 and material from material from Spider-Man: Return Of Wolverine and more has cemented his status as a comic book hotshot. 112 pg. Rated: T+ Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $15.99 [19100327]